Wind farm noise: why is no one listening?
How Government-approved pseudoscience underpins wind farm noise
assessment
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Do wind farms really create a noise nuisance? Can they disturb the sleep of
people living close by? Do they cause longer-term ill health? It depends who
you talk to. The Government Department of Energy and Climate Change
(DECC) denies a problem exists.
When granting planning permission for a wind farm the Planning Inspectorate
relies on a fifteen year old noise assessment methodology known as ETSU-R97 (ETSU) and we are not aware of them ever turning down an application
based solely on its potential to cause noise nuisance. Yet, acoustics expert
Mike Stigwood of MAS Environmental, one of the few consultants to act for
local authorities and resident groups, is aware of 70 wind farms in the UK
causing noise nuisance. However, the wind industry trade association,
RenewableUK (RUK) routinely uses its lobbying muscle to divert public and
government attention away from the noise issue and, in particular, amplitude
modulation (AM), the most intrusive feature of turbine noise and the cause of
most noise complaints. So who is standing up for local residents against these
powerful forces?
A typical scenario goes something like this. A wind farm is built. Local
residents are shocked by the noise they were assured they would not hear.
They complain believing there must be a mistake or fault with the turbines.
The local Council do not investigate directly. Instead they ask the developer to
check for compliance with the conditions laid down when the wind farm was
approved. This takes 3-12 months, sometimes longer. The operator can
reduce the noise output using various control mechanisms and the Council
would have no idea whether this had been done. Regardless, the developer
demonstrates compliance with the imposed conditions even though the
horrendous noise continues. After a year many complainants have given up,
depressed when they realise they are alone fighting a giant with apparently
unlimited resources they cannot beat. The Council realises it lacks the
financial resources to fight the developer so they tell the complainants that the
wind farm complies with the original ETSU noise assessment, so it cannot be
a nuisance. The local residents are left to suffer. Why is nobody listening to
their distraught voices?
As a minimum we might expect the ETSU approach to be scientifically sound
and use reliable data. Sadly this is the not case. Noise is regarded as being
too technical for most people including planning decision makers. It is

therefore left to the acoustics experts who we might expect to act in our best
interests. Sadly this is not the case either.
Before 1997 industrial noise affecting mixed residential and industrial areas
was assessed by use of a tried and tested British Standard (BS4142). It
enabled a local Council to determine whether a noise nuisance existed and to
enforce compliance. However, during the late 1990s there was a realisation
by the wind industry, and a Government committed to renewable energy, that
this standard would apply unacceptable constraints on the proliferation of
onshore wind power. A more ‘flexible’ standard was required. A working group
consisting of representatives from the wind industry and the then Department
of Trade and Industry (now DECC) was convened and the resulting ETSU
noise guidelines for wind turbines were issued in 1997.
When a wind farm planning application is considered by the planners there
are many issues to be assessed. Most of these, such as possible harm to
landscape, heritage assets and ecology, are subjective value judgements. So
a planning decision maker can easily justify a decision either way. The ETSU
noise assessment is the only part of the process that involves a clear pass or
fail. Implicitly there is a definite separation distance at which the wind farm
would fail the test. So, although there is no statutory minimum separation
distance between turbines and residences applied in English law, in practice
the noise assessment provides one by default. The wind industry is fully
aware of this hidden constraint on development.
ETSU has worked out pretty well for the wind industry. Our own analysis of 67
onshore wind farm planning appeal decisions in the three years to Feb 2012
shows that no appeal was refused primarily on noise impact, not one. So how
can it be that a growing proportion of the wind farms that have been built are
giving rise to noise complaints?
An increasing number of people have concluded that the entire ETSU
methodology is based on pseudoscience that is being used to serve a
business and political agenda and should be replaced with the reliable
BS4142. Some, like us, are lay people with backgrounds in relevant sciences
other than acoustics. Others come from the acoustics community itself and
from environmental health officers concerned for their role in enforcing noise
planning conditions.
The principles behind ETSU are relatively straightforward. Noise from a wind
turbine can be masked by existing background noise so it calls for a
comparison of the predicted turbine noise with this background noise at each
property assumed to be at risk. The background noise is measured by placing
microphones at these locations. The assessment requires a combination of

acoustics, physics, meteorology and statistical analysis, which we have
recently characterised (Science in Parliament, Summer 2013) as a “threelegged stool’. The first leg involves measuring the background noise at
various wind speeds. The second involves predictions of the turbine noise at
all the ‘at risk’ properties. The third involves comparison of the two previously
produced data-sets.
Earlier this year in a report titled ‘The Bad Science behind the Wind Turbine
Noise Guidelines’ Cox and Unwin detailed numerous scientific concerns,
demonstrating that all three legs of the ETSU ‘stool’ contain pseudoscience,
but the failure adequately to allow for wind shear has the most serious
implications.
Wind shear is the effect where wind speed at turbine height is greater than at
ground level where people live. The effect is highly variable, changing
throughout the day with many sites experiencing high wind shear for more
than 10% of the time, typically during the night. It has three very important
effects.
First, the generation of power and hence turbine noise is related to the wind
speed at the turbine height whereas the background noise masking the
turbine noise is related to the wind speed at ground level. High wind shear
results in greater turbine noise and lower background masking noise than
assumed in the ETSU assessment. The latest Government guidance now
mandates a sophisticated and deceptive averaging process for wind shear
that fails to consider the periods when wind shear is high.
Second, wind shear plays a major role in the propagation and intensity of
outdoor noise through its effect via refraction. The science behind this has
been well known since the 19th century but is not considered by the current
guidance. Hardly surprising then that turbine noise is being under-predicted
resulting in the increase in noise complaints.
Third, the occurrence of amplitude modulation (AM), the loud beating,
slapping or banging noise from wind turbines, is closely correlated with
periods of high wind shear. AM is the most intrusive noise characteristic of
wind turbines. The wind industry and DECC consistently maintain its
occurrence is rare but evidence collected by Mike Stigwood shows that AM is
responsible for all of the 70 cases of noise nuisance where he has collected
data. The Government’s exclusion of AM from the assessment guidelines is a
major concern.
In addition, there is mounting evidence of significant levels of low frequency
noise (LFN) being measured inside homes located near turbines. LFN directly
affects the health of residents even where the turbine noise is either inaudible

or barely audible at all. The wind power industry and Government have
consistently denied the presence of LFN. However, due to concerns regarding
wind turbine LFN elsewhere the South Australian Environment Protection
Authority has said it will conduct full spectrum monitoring, inside and outside
homes,. Similar action is also being taken by the Government of Ontario,
Canada. Wind farm LFN has all the makings of a future UK health scandal.
Since ETSU was written in 1997, wind turbines have become much larger and
there has been a greater understanding of the basic science that should
underpin noise assessments. Any neutral observer might have expected a
substantial revision of the guidelines, or, at the very least, some careful
attention to address the widespread criticism that ETSU has attracted. This
has not happened. In 2012 DECC commissioned the Institute of Acoustics
(IoA) to review how ETSU is applied and produce a Good Practice Guide
(GPG). Strangely, the DECC terms of reference excluded consideration of
noise limits, excluded a rewrite of ETSU and excluded consideration of the
health effects of turbine noise. Incredibly, amplitude modulation (AM), the
most troublesome aspect of turbine noise and the cause of most noise
complaints, was also excluded. The bizarre reason given for this is that,
through its trade association RenewableUK (RUK), the wind industry was
conducting its own study into the phenomenon. This is like asking the fox to
guard the chickens. It was abundantly clear that DECC wanted the IoA to
produce a GPG that endorsed the continued use of ETSU and to eliminate the
on-going distraction of scientific challenges to ETSU.
True to form, the IoA agreed to the terms of reference and convened a
working group including its favoured acoustic consultants and other parties
with an interest in supporting the wind power industry. Amazingly, given the
importance of wind to the entire assessment and of the way the data are
analysed, the group did not seem to contain a qualified meteorologist or
statistician. A token public consultation was conducted during the summer of
2012 and the final GPG was issued in May 2013. Although several qualified
individuals provided consultation responses identifying serious scientific
failings with ETSU and the draft GPG, all were ignored. The published GPG
now adopted by Government endorses some of the worst examples of
pseudoscience we have seen. As a result the new guidance will permit even
higher noise levels to be inflicted on local residents and by default shorter
separation distances for developers to exploit.
So who is guilty of perpetuating this pseudoscience? And why do they do it?
First and foremost, by their fanatical encouragement of wind power, politicians
should head the list. The great wind power scam started with the previous

Labour Government and the introduction of over-generous subsidies. But
responsibility for enabling it to continue under the Coalition Government
clearly points at the equally fanatical support from civil servants at DECC led
by Chris Huhne and subsequently Ed Davey, we assume quietly supported by
David Cameron and Nick Clegg in their quest to be ‘the greenest government’
ever.
Second, over the entire period from 1997 onwards most of the acoustic advice
drawn on by DECC has been provided by just two acoustics consulting
companies, Hayes McKenzie Partnership (HMP) and Hoare Lea Acoustics
(HLA). When we reviewed the DECC sponsored studies, noise working
groups and reports produced since the late 1990s we found that HMP and
HLA were represented in every instance with DECC reliant on them for
acoustic advice. HMP and HLA are also the largest players in the wind farm
acoustics consultancy industry acting for wind farm developers. The conflict of
interest could not be greater.
Third, a close reading of the ETSU Good Practice Guide alongside those
consultation responses that the IoA chose to publish shows that, without any
attempt at justification, all the submitted scientific evidence that challenged
the guidance given by HMP and HLA has been ignored. Any semblance of a
peer review process has been reduced to a sham. The IoA likes to present
itself as a professional organisation. In endorsing the actions of DECC, HMP
and HLA, somehow we doubt it.
So why is nobody listening?

